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Abstract: In this paper Development issues of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Arab States are investigated in 
the context of Internet and Innovation Dynamics. For business strategy reasons as well as technological ones, a 
sound understanding is required of the dynamics of interaction between businesses, economies, and Internet & 
Web Technologies. The Paper also outlines some original and innovative research aspects of development 
Internet as well as the role of the internet as a catalyst for improving regional education, business, industry, and 
management. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Sultanate of Oman (founded in 1650) is the 
oldest independent state in the Gulf. Other members 
of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) States are KSA 
(Kingdom of Saudi Arabia), UAE (United Arab 
Emirates), Kuwait, Bahrain, and Qatar. Until Sultan 
Qaboos’ accession (1970) Oman was resistant to 
modernization and development with no investment 
in infrastructure. Oman’s Economy 2020 Vision 
focuses on two main pillars.  Firstly, Economic 
diversification in order to reduce the domination of 
oil in Oman’s economy to less than 20 percent. 
Secondly the policy of Omanisation of labor, i.e. 
replacement of migrant workers with Omani 
nationals . Majan University College was founded in 
Oman in 1995 as the first private university college; 
run under the auspices of the Omani Ministry of 
Higher Education. Majan College is affiliated to 
Bedfordshire University, UK. 
 
Observers of The Sultanate of Oman at this point in 
time are reporting a flurry of Gulf Development and 
Internet-related activities. In May 07, Oman hosted  in 

Muscat, Shangri-La Resort, Jacob Fleming’s “2nd 
Annual HR Strategies in Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals 
Forum”, where Majan College paper on applying e-
learning  techniques to GCC human resource 
development was ranked second best presentation out 
of thirty contributions  (Sadiq-Hussain & Ahmed 
Albulushi). Also in Oman , the Governments of USA 
and Oman co-hosted a major regional Forum on 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 
in the Middle East and North Africa. The Forum 
addressed key policy issues and project 
opportunities for U.S. companies. In attendance 
were representatives from the U.S., Algeria, Egypt, 
Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, Tunisia, 
and Yemen. Participants included those active in the 

information and communications technology sectors, 
providers of services, products, financing, 
consulting; attending the conference to make 
connections with new business partners. It is 
interesting to note that the annual sales of the top 
private Oman-based IT Company listed in Muscat 
Stock Exchange exceeded $750 million per annum 
(Oman Economic Review, 2006). Many of the top 
International IT giants have identified Oman in 
particular and the Arabian Gulf in general as one of 
the most emerging markets in their growth strategy. 
 
The mobile phone and the Internet stand supreme 
above other technologies, and their activities 
transcend all borders and all conflicts. The mobile 
phone and the Internet are the most used among all 
Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICTs). In developing countries at present, the 
mobile phone has the edge with more users than in 
developed countries (by sheer numbers). The 
converse is true for the number of Internet users. 
The Internet Society (ISOC) created the Public 
Interest Registry PIR in 2003 to manage the .ORG 
domain. PIR takes leadership position among 
internet stakeholders, on policy on behalf .ORG 
community. The appointment of an Omani-Resident 
as PIR Worldwide Advisory Council Member 
created a lot of excitement here in the Middle East; 
where it was headlines in the Local Press. The 
Internet Society is expanding its focus on Internet 
privacy, registrant education and Internationalized 
Domain Names (IDNs). The .ORG domain, 
associated with non-commercial activities, is the 
Internet's third largest "generic" (non-country 
specific) top-level domain with more than 5 million 
domain names registered worldwide 
 
In Internet computing, security costs & overhead 
costs can be quite real, but they are rarely considered 
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part of purchasing. Marketing for software has not 
placed much value on security, so companies have 
not made it a top priority for customers. 
 
 

2. CONTEXT FOR GULF DEVELOPMENT  
 
The Internet has speeded-up development not only 
in the Gulf region but throughout the Globe, To take 
one example, in the last forty years the UK has 
witnessed a growing influence for ICT technology 
on management practice in general and Human 
Resource Management (HRM) and Human Resource 
Development (HRD) in particular. It is not 
surprising therefore that Majan College (Oman) has 
approached Warwick University Biz School 
(amongst others) to accredit Majan’s Proposed MS 
Programs. To take one example, in its 40th 
anniversary year (2007), Warwick University has 
grown from humble beginnings in 1967 to have 
some of the world’s most respected schools. What is 
now Warwick Business School (WBS) was known 
in 1967 as the School of Industrial & Business 
Studies, with two rooms and 24 students. In 2007 
WBS have 182 academics and 7500 students from 
112 countries studying at Warwick each year. It is 
also interesting that Information Systems 
Management (ISM) is one of WBS’s subject groups 
(academics & PhD students) covering the discipline 
of Information Systems. Furthermore WBS runs an 
MSc course in ISM focusing on achieving biz value 
from ICT. Topical research at WBS includes impact 
of ICT on Biz, together with tools and techniques for 
managing technology. 
 
The latest Internet Innovation was announced at a 
United Nations Internet Governance Forum meeting 
in Athens, Greece, October, 06. Following a decade 
of hard work by a global consortium of Internet 
engineers and linguists, a document was published. 
This new document will enable all the world's 
languages to be fully represented on the Internet. 
Internet users will be able to type in email addresses 
in their own language, search in their own language 
and navigate around the Internet in their own 
language. The Internet was originally designed in 
the U.S. to work with the English alphabet from a to 
z, and the numbers 1 through 9. Useful symbols 
rapidly made their way into the system - plus, minus, 
dash, and so on. Each symbol is represented with a 
particular code ("identifier" in Internet jargon). 
Agreeing on identifiers was easy at first, but as 
Internet use spread across the globe, people started 
asking for more to be added to fit other languages, 
whether an accent on a letter, or an entirely different 
character from their very own alphabet. After a very 
long, often difficult process, the standard for 
including the world's languages has now been 
formalized. The Internet Corporation for Assigned 
Names and Numbers (ICANN), based in California, 
USA, is one of more than sixty units of the Internet 
Society (ISOC). ICANN Corporation in its turn has 
been entrusted through an ISOC Contract with US 

Administration to run the Internet Assigned 
Numbers Authority (IANA). IANA is part of the 
U.S. Administration’s Department of Commerce. 
ICANN has put out a formal request for comments 
(RFCs) as a final precaution. Once that RFC process 
is finalized, then everyone has to figure out how to 
actually make the standards work with the existing 
internet technology infrastructure. Another Internet 
innovation daunting task is already under way. The 
truly multi-lingual global internet is also on its way. 
 
 

3.  FUNDAMENTALS OF GULF DEVELOP-
MENT DYNAMICS 

 
HR Management in the Arabian Gulf requires 
enormous courage and stamina with managers acting 
neither as “fluffies” nor “spikies”. Traditionally the 
Gulf’s most common leadership style has been 
consultative reflecting Arab and tribal values (built-
in consultation processes). Gulf HR management is 
being more & more creative using other styles of 
management e.g. Transactional (Instrumental), 
Transformational (Charismatic).With Globalization 
Human Resources Management (HRM) has shifted 
direction and emphasis from simple organizational 
functions such as managing personnel and 
administrative database systems into more strategic 
roles. In the new Millennium HRM is focusing more 
and more on strategic tasks such as developing HR 
systems software and procedures in addition to 
HRM’s traditional core functions Academics usually 
receive a mixed response from other professional 
audiences, but we recently were pleasantly surprised 
by enthusiastic response of Arabian Gulf HR 
Managers during  presentation at Jacob Fleming   2nd 
Annual HR Strategies in Oil, Gas & Petrochemicals 
Forum 2007,  Muscat, 22-23 May 07.  
 
In the new Millennium, for business (biz) strategy 
reasons as well as technological ones, we require a 
sound understanding of the dynamics of interaction 
between economies on one hand and Internet & 
Associated Web Technologies on the other hand. 
Furthermore, International trade and other global 
economic processes are influenced by Information & 
Communication Technologies, ICTs. As general 
purpose technologies, ICTs enhance efficiency in 
most areas of economic activity. A Country’s 
development can no longer be planned without 
considering the widespread effects of ICTs. 
Implications of the changes that ICTs and e-business 
(e-biz) are bringing about have been recently 
addressed by the Report of the UN Conference on 
Trade and Development, UNCTAD (UNCTAD, 
2006). In his Forward to this Report, Kofi Annan 
offers help to policy makers in developing countries 
to make informed choices in the fields of e-biz & 
ICT. It is significant that UNCTAD recently felt that 
it had to change the running title of its annual report 
from "E-Commerce" to "Information Economy". 
UNCTAD’s 06 report looks at interaction of ICTs in 
productive, commercial, financial, services, and 
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education sectors. The mobile phone is the only 
exception to the general rule that ICTs are used more 
by people in developed countries than in developing 
countries (by sheer numbers). UNCTAD report also 
addresses the following public & private issues.  
• Pro-poor Internet intervention and institutional 

barriers  
• Impact of ICT &e-biz, e-gov on economic 

prospects of development  
• Comparison of Internet penetration in enterprise  
• Mode of Internet access including VSAT (Very 

Small Aperture Terminal)  
• Measuring impact of ICTs  
• Web Services (WS) and FOSS (Free & Open 

Source Software)  
• Layered Internet Governance Principles  
• Law & Contracts. 
 
 

4.  CURRENT GULF RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT (R&D)  

 
4.1Intelligent Systems Approach for Automatic 

Processing of Readings from kWh Meters in 
Electrical Power Distribution Utilities 

 
This Case Method (D) outlines a novel intelligent 
systems application prototype given the acronym 
ODETNET.ODETNET methodology approaches, 
sensing, monitoring, processing, and management of 
kilowatt hour (kWh) meter readings from Intelligent 
Systems perspectives. With ODETNET approach it 
is technically feasible to implement electrical utility 
consumption management policies that offer 
financial incentives to consumers via multi-tariff 
pricing. The originality of ODETNET approach 
stems not only from embedded Intelligent Systems 
approach; but also using the electrical power grids 
themselves for computer networking. ODETNET 
vision is based on a world in which computer power 
becomes as readily available as electrical grid power 
utility itself has been. This is of particular 
importance in poor areas of the World, where most 
people do not have access to phone dial-up 
connection. However, poor areas are connected to 
electrical power utilities and may benefit from 
"Power-Up” Internet Access. This ODETNET vision 
is in-line with UNCTAD’s Pro-Poor Internet vision.  
 
ODETNET system prototype automatically scans 
meter readings from kilowatt-hour (kWh) meters, as 
shown in figure 1. 
 
These automated meter readings may be directly 
inputted to ODETNET prototype System. This is 
instead of the normal manual situation where the 
human observer notes visually the mechanical 
registers of the kWh meter. Inter-connection of 
computers in ODETNET prototype is via the utility 
power grid network itself. The provision of 
reasonably priced electrical energy is essential to 
improve the standard of living. Conserving electrical 

energy has recently become a distinctive element of 
our everyday life. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Standard kilo-watt hour (kWh) meter 
 
_______________________________________  
 
Electrical energy consumers in the residential & 
commercial sectors are particularly sensitive to price 
increases. Often, policies for consumption reduction 
relying entirely on voluntary response by consumers 
do not produce much effect. By contrast, policies 
that offer financial incentives to consumers via tariff 
reduction, as in ODETNET, are highly successful  
 
It is estimated that 95% of microprocessor chips are 
used in embedded systems; usually consisting of a 
central control unit, coprocessors, A/D & D/A 
converters, and memory. For a given application 
specification, coprocessors can be realized in one of 
the following hardware implementations (1) ASIC: 
Application Specific IC (2) FPGA: Field 
Programmable Grid Arrays (3) Sub set of 
instructions on application-specific processor.  
 
With grid computing vision, computer power 
becomes as readily available as electrical power 
itself has been through grid power utility. 
Computing power becomes available to users with 
different levels of expertise in diverse areas that can 
interact securely. Power grid systems and computer 
grid networks need to be expanded and upgraded. 
Consequently, a hierarchical tree grid strategy 
results by itself for ODETNET.  
 
From a computer & network-engineering point of 
view, ODETNET system is transparent to other 
control aspects of the power system in all of its 
modes of operation. ODETNET design uses Power 
Line Communication (PLC) techniques. PLC uses 
the mains lines themselves of the electric power 
grids for communication purposes; i.e. mains-borne 
telemetry for remote tariff management. Later, 
ODETNET prototype could be integrated with the 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 
aspects.  
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As a communications technology, the Internet is 
unprecedented in its openness, availability, and 
global reach. Many of these same properties that 
made the Internet work in the first place & grow; are 
now being exploited by attackers. There is a lot of 
work to maintain business transaction security via 
the grid network. This is the overhead in order to be 
part of the Internet. Furthermore, using the Internet 
for e-commerce transactions introduces serious 
security concerns. Security costs & overhead costs 
can be quite real, but they are rarely considered part 
of purchasing. Marketing for Software has not 
placed much value on security, so companies have 
not made it a top priority for customers.  
 
There are many issues to contemplate in consumer 
use of networking-based business transactions. The 
main opportunities lie in the utility & business 
sectors. For both business &consumers technology's 
primary role today is in ease of access. More 
innovations may be on the way, including 
integration with other applications. With the use of 
broadband to homes, Internet is now connecting 
domestic appliances like TV, DVD, and washers. It 
is expected that many more domestic appliances, 
e.g. domestic kilo-watt hour (kWh) meters will be 
connected to the Internet. Remote diagnosis and 
monitoring of the electrical consumption is one of 
the many advantages that the consumer can gain 
from Internet connection of appliances. 
  
A digital scanner is used to input the displayed six 
digits of the mechanical registers of the mechanical 
counter of standard kWh meters, see Appendix. 
Once inside ODETNET system prototype, optical 
character recognition (OCR) software packages 
convert the scanned kWh meter readings into grid 
computer-based text files (.txt). These .txt files are 
ready for processing as part of ODETNET System 
prototype tariff management. Visual Basic (VB) 
User Interface Program (VBUIP) forms intermediate 
link between hardware interface cards, and software 
programs. ODETNET system involves Transactions 
between VB Programs VBPROG, hardware 
interface cards, and ODETNET software drivers. 
ODETNET System hardware includes interface card 
to Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) PC bus.  
 
Software development in ODETNET included Drive 
Entry routine, Dispatch Routine. Windows Driver 
Development Kit (DDK) was used together with, XP 
Registry Editor, WinObj, debugPrint, and Visual 
C++. As alternative to digital scanners, a novel 
hardware technique was also developed for making 
kWh meter readings available to ODETNET grid 
computing prototype. An existing standard analog 
domestic kWh meter had been modified so as to 
produce a digital pulse output, suitable for computer 
processing. Object Linking & Embedding (OLE) 
program integration techniques are used in 
ODETNET to share information between programs. 
 

 
4.2 Oman Business Technology & Commerce 

Development Applications  
 
This case method focuses on current research in ICT 
and intelligent systems applications in Omani 
business and commerce. It outlines an application 
prototype given the acronym OMICTBIZ. 
OMICTBIZ reflects the following UNCTAD 
assertions:  
 

• A sound understanding of the dynamics of 
interaction between enterprise biz development 
and ICTs.  

• Biz development can no longer be understood 
without full consideration of the effects of ICT 
applications in enterprise activities  

• International trade and other global economic 
processes are influenced by ICTs.  

• As general purpose technologies ICTs enhance 
efficiency in most areas of enterprise activity.  

• Enterprise biz development can no longer be 
planned without considering the widespread 
effects of ICTs.  

 

Oman's prosperity foundation is based on the Vision 
of HM Sultan Qaboos bin Said to transform Oman 
into a Digital Economy. OMICTBIZ methodology 
approaches monitoring, processing, and 
management of enterprises & businesses from ICT 
and Intelligent Systems applications perspectives. 
Intelligent Systems Information & Communication 
Technology (ICT) application development may be 
a value-addition tool in the hands of Omani 
enterprise management. For example ICT plays a 
prominent part in hypermarket scenarios from 
supply chain management to supermarket cash 
check-out. ICT and Just-In-Time (JIT) systems are 
now widely applied as part of the art & craft of 
increasing hypermarket sales (Hussain and Clark, 
2006). In the Gulf, 2006 has been dubbed the year of 
the hypermarket. In Oman the Services Sector 
represents 57 percent of GDP, and retailing space 
per capita is the highest in AGCC. Furthermore, 
there is sharp growth in Oman retail space in Malls. 
Supermarkets provide many advantages for 
consumers, including one-stop shopping with better 
deals, and wider range of products. Oman super-
market chains are characterized by strong consumer 
demand, economic growth, and Information & 
Communication Technology (ICT) systems ensuring 
better customer service, and more efficient check-
out. Competition is stiff among the large number of 
hypermarkets (Carrefour, Lulu, Al-Safeer, and 
Sultan Centre), super-markets (Spinneys, Kimjys, 
Muscat Bakery, K & M, Al-Jadeeda, and Rawasco). 
In addition there are gas station chain-stores , Shell 
Select brand , Almeha Suok ,and Oman Oil Mini 
Mart. • Omani ICT and Intelligent Systems 
applications innovation leads to enterprise 
performance improvement and more revenues. 
Furthermore R&D projects do not only bring more 
revenue, but also better customer satisfaction. In JIT, 
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consumer demand at the end of the pipeline pulls 
products towards the market. This is in contrast to 
traditional push systems where products are 
manufactured & assembled in batches in anticipation 
of demand. With JIT, the value chain efficiencies are 
improved with ICT by information sharing, having 
closer relations with few suppliers, and maintaining 
minimum inventory levels. The ultimate is having 
zero inventories. OMICTBIZ research prototype 
focuses on the following ICT aspects of supermarket 
chains:  
 

• Present scenarios of ICT applications including 
comparison of ICT applications in different 
supermarket chains  

• Present ICT Opportunities & Challenges for 
applications in supermarket  

• ICT & JIT (Just-In-Time) system  
• Future ICT applications for supermarket chains  
 
4.3 Oman National IT Trends Conference 
 
Oman National Conference on Recent Trends in IT, 
was held at Ibra College of Technology, Ibra, Oman, 
17-18 may, 06. As part of the drive at Majan College 
for research & scholarly activities, six academics 
attended the Ibra Conference. We presented papers 
on topics ranging from "enhanced students learning 
with Majan College's on -campus Wi-Fi Internet 
Access" (Hussain, 2006a) to "Web-based teaching 
and learning”; and from "mobile learning" to 
"Information searching using balanced binary trees". 
In the Conference we met & exchanged IT ideas 
with distinguished attendees from India as well as 
from numerous other Universities and Colleges in 
the Sultanate. Clearly, the Sultanate is a serious 
player in the IT education sector. 
 
4.4 UAE & Oman Initiatives for improved 

students learning with mobile Internet and 
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 

 
The Internet is having more and more impact on 
students learning and on educational technologies. 
Emerging Internet networking & associated web 
technologies are changing educational technology 
Mediascapes having the potential to improve further 
students’ interactive learning. Mobile phones are no 
longer used only as communication devices, but also 
are used as digital camera, video recorder, storage 
device (up to 2 GB) and file compiler. On top of all 
of these applications, mobiles can now be inter-
connected to computer networks. Computers and 
mobile phones can be used in tandem to share 
information between them. Students’ expectations 
for more learning interactivity have been raised by 
recent developments in Wireless Access Protocol 
WAP, Personal Communication Systems PCS’s, 
Smart Homes, and Mobile Phones. Educational 
Mobile- ( M-) Learning scenarios provide students 
with campus communications infrastructures 
enabling access anytime / anywhere through cell 

phones, email, and instant messaging. EDUVPMOB 
focuses on themes on IT Mediascapes perspectives 
for improved university students learning. 
 
Case Method C outlines Oman & UAE educational 
technology initiatives given the acronym 
EDUVPMOB (Hussain and Balaji, 2006). 
EDUVPMOB development followed initiatives for 
improved interactivity for university students 
learning at Knowledge Village Campus, Dubai Free 
Zone, Dubai, UAE, and Majan University College, 
Muscat, Sultanate of Oman. EDUVPMOB prototype 
presents the use of Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 
in UAE together with an Omani simple architecture 
for WAP distance learning applications 
EDUVPMOB prototype also considers practical 
problems in the implementation of Mobile (M-) 
Learning in a college campus across all courses and 
degree programs offered. EDUVPMOB uses 
Internet-based virtual private & mobile networks as 
part of the educational technology Mediascapes. 
This is in addition to the delivery of lectures, 
seminars, tutorials, quizzes, and tests. EDUVPMOB 
initiative with virtual private & mobile networks 
leads to more student/professor involvement. 
EDUVPMOB initiative represents another 
improvement at engaging students in learning-based 
Internet activities. EDUVPMOB development lead 
to improved interactivity for university students 
learning at Knowledge Village Campus, Dubai Free 
Zone, Dubai, UAE, and Majan University College, 
Muscat, Sultanate of Oman. This case Method has 
looked at the simple architecture of any wireless 
network having coverage of the entire campus and is 
probably the best learning tool for students at the 
graduate level. Even though much research has been 
carried out by many organizations in the same field, 
this concept is very much new to the Middle-East 
students. Since this paper discusses the basic set up 
for the m-learning environment, students are not 
directly involved in the research. To further this 
research it is necessary to involve students and 
teachers in it for effective m-learning. However, 
measuring such differences was not the primary 
objective of these discussions and plans. Even 
without a measurable effect of using different 
teaching learning tools, adopting tools to fit student 
preferences can improve student satisfaction. 
Increased student satisfaction can lead to both 
increased faculty satisfaction and higher student 
retention. 
 
4.5 Iraq and the Internet 
 
When the GCC was formed neither Iraq nor Yemen 
were in it.Iraq and Yemen lagged behind other Arab 
Gulf States. Globally the Internet franchise reached 
most countries by the end of the 20th Century. In our 
view, in a nutshell, the Internet is America’s gift to 
the World. Europe contributed as a partner with the 
U.S. to introduce the World Wide Web as 
knowledge provider for its meaning & its use. 
Historical accounts have been written on the Internet 
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(Abate, 1999) , the Web [10] , and Computers & 
Media, Perspectives have also been published on IT 
Mediascapes in the Enlarged Europe and their 
effects on States in the Arab Gulf Cooperation 
Council (AGCC). A lot has been published on 
humanitarian sufferings of Iraqis after the Invasion 
of Kuwait in 1990. Under the UN embargo, for Iraq 
academia, intellectual starvation was even more 
serious than food starvation. Many Iraqi academics 
left Iraq in desperation. For those who stayed on, 
there was no Internet Access, and no Satellite TV. 
However, there was freedom on the radio waves 
broadcasting as Voice of America VOA, and BBC. 
VOA & BBC were as influential in boosting morale 
as they were earlier in the liberation of Eastern 
Europe from dictatorship. Many saw the Internet as 
a possible lifeline, if only Iraq could be franchised. 
The seeds for Iraq Internet franchise were sown on a 
very hot 1995 summer day in Baghdad’s newly born 
Alnehrain University (AU) Campus. There and then 
AU Library Committee recommended that AU 
should start the ball rolling for connecting Iraq to the 
Internet. The endorsement by AU University 
Council was unanimous. In 1995 AU University was 
the only University, out of twenty or so universities 
in Iraq, who’s University Council Minutes, went 
direct to the Office of the President of Iraq (OPI). 
OPI issued an Administrative Order setting up a 
National Internet Connection Committee NICC. 
NICC members were technical luminaries with 
Director General Status representing all sectors. Iraq 
Ministry of Communication proceeded at once for 
implementing AU initiative. Iraq was thus one of the 
last countries to be part of the Internet franchise 
under the domain name uruklink.net. Every body on 
Earth welcomed Iraq to the Internet. Saudi Arabia, 
Oman, and other Gulf States were already part of the 
Internet franchise. In 1998 a group of Iraqi 
academics presented Papers on Internet Engineering 
trends in an International Conference Sponsored by 
IEEE & IEE in Amman Jordan. Our Jordanian hosts 
joked with us that, not withstanding the U.N. 
Embargo, Iraqi Internet Research was more 
advanced than in embargo-free Jordan. 
 
 

5.  DISCUSSION 
 
There are many issues to contemplate in consumer 
use of Internet-based business transactions.. More 
innovations may be on the way, including 
integration with other applications. With the use of 
broadband to homes, Internet is now connecting 
domestic appliances like TV, DVD, and washers. It 
is expected that domestic kilo-watt hour (kWh) 
meters will be connected to the Internet. It is 
technically feasible to implement electrical utility 
consumption management policies that offer 
financial incentives to consumers via multi-tariff 
pricing. Using the electrical power grids themselves 
for Internet Access is of particular importance in 
poor areas of the World, where most people do not 
have access to phone dial-up connection. However, 

poor areas are connected to electrical power utilities. 
The future may see “power-up” as well as “dial-up’ 
Internet access. May be the Internet could yet help 
people on Planet Earth overcome their ethnic & 
other differences- some sunny day. 
 
This Paper addressed issues in Arabian Gulf 
Development Internet and Innovation Dynamics. In 
the new Millennium, for biz strategy reasons as well 
as technological ones, we require a sound 
understanding of the dynamics of interaction 
between businesses, economies, and Internet & Web 
Technologies. The Paper also presented some 
original research case methods from the Arabian 
Gulf on innovative development Internet roles as 
well as the role of the internet as a catalyst for 
improving regional education, business, industry, 
and management.  
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